
Tree health monitoring

Identify leaks in the irrigation
system and early signs of tree

stress with tree-specific analysis.
Optimize scouting your orchards

and groves with targeted per-tree
analytics. Direct your efforts with

proactive stress alerts.
 

With satellite imagery you get
frequently updated health-checks of

all your fields up to 8 times per
month (depending on cloud cover).
Get aerial imagery or upload your
own drone data to get even more

frequency and precision.

Create and export management
zones, VRA maps and location of

trees developing stress.
Choose the trees and blocks you
wish to manage to improve the

yield and export them in
field-ready format. 

Actionable InsightsAvailable Anywhere Work-Ready Data

®

We were pleased when we were shown FluroSense’s
ability to identify areas of low performance.

Andrew Taylor, Farm Manager, Pendleton Olive Estate

With a range of data layers, such as satellite, airplane and drone imagery,
scouting observations, application or yield maps and weather data combined in
one decision support tool, FluroSense allows you to compare tree performance
across the blocks and varieties, detects crop stress and irrigation system issues
(leaks) and generates zonal maps for input product application.

Tree monitoring check list:

Detect leaks, drainage and other irrigation issues

Prioritise trees and blocks needing urgent attention

 Define harvesting order according to variation in soil types



Maximize the potential of each tree

1. View & compare any spatial layer: satellite, airplane, drone, tractor.

2. Automated tree detection, count and health estimation. 

3. Variable rate input applications in one click.

4. Track performance per tree or per block. Detect leaks early.

See how FluroSense can help you to be on top of your farm performance:
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If you would like to see FluroSense Tree Analytics on your orchards or groves,
please, contact your account manager or support@flurosat.com for a FREE demo.


